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THE EGGS OF THE SPARROW-HAWK. 
BY 

J. H. OWEN. 
THE eggs of the Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter n. nisus) usually 
number four, five or six. Seven is distinctly uncommon and 
higher numbers must be very rare. In my opinion a clutch 
of less than four is the produce of a very old bird whose powers 
of reproduction are failing. I have found three in a nest 
occasionally and only once a pair. In the above remarks I 
refer, of course, to the first laying of a bird in a year ; that is, 
the bird has not previously been robbed. A bird that has 
been robbed usually lays at least one less in the second set 
and less still in the third set. In 1913, I took six from a nest 
and the bird built again in a tree suitable for photography. 
As A. P. Adams wished to photograph the bird we obtained 
leave for the nest to be left and the second set consisted of 
six eggs. Adams and Alstone, a friend of his, both climbed 
up to it but I did not do so myself. This is the only case of 
six being followed by six that has come under our joint 
observation. I have one or two cases of five followed by 
five and four by four, but a drop in numbers is far more usual. 
I have notes of six followed by three and five by two. The 
first case was the produce of a young bird and the second of a 
very old one. The latter dropped to four eggs the next year, 
followed by two, and the same the following year again. It 
is always a matter of difficulty to get sets from the same bird 
many years in succession. Many birds get killed or, if robbed 
repeatedly, they often change their breeding-ground. One 
bird, though robbed every year, used the same spinney from 
1917-24 inclusive.. I found the nest after the young had 
gone in 1917. The spinney was only a long narrow slip and 
there was not a tree in it as thick as a man's thigh. At first 
she nested very low down, about eight feet from the ground, 
but year after year resorted to higher sites until at last she 
used the highest possible. I took her eggs from 1918-24, 
but usually gave them to boys who helped me. She had 
probably been killed before May, 1925, as I could not find a 
sign of her in the spinney or elsewhere. 

The eggs vary very much in colour and shape. The breadth 
is great compared with the length, so much so that some seem 
very round. The majority are pointed, if very bluntly, but 
occasionally eggs are found shaped exactly alike at both ends. 
In comparatively few sets are all the eggs long and narrow. 
The ground-colour is usually quite white, but fairly often there 
is a faint tinge of blue. The inside of a fresh egg is a beautiful 
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deep green which seems quite permanent after the egg is 
blown ; it, however, fades as the egg is incubated, and if an 
egg with a well-developed chick in it is blown, the green will 
not be nearly so bright. The shell from which a chick has 
hatched barely shows green at all. 

The markings vary from very dark brown or chocolate, 
one might almost say black in fact, down to a very pale light 
brown. At Felsted I find paler markings more common than 
dark. In a few sets the markings have a violet tinge in them, 
but I think this variation is uncommon. The placing of the 
marking in nearly all sets varies very much. Sometimes it is 
all collected in a cap at one of the ends ; sometimes it is 
in a zone, and sometimes splashed about in splotches and spots 
anyhow; quite frequently eggs of all these types will occur 
in the same set. A set of darkly marked eggs may contain 
one lightly marked, but the reverse is unusual in my experience. 
One seldom sees a set with markings evenly distributed over 
all the eggs of the set. Such a set is the produce of a mature 
bird presumably in the best of health. I have a few sets in 
which one of the eggs is completely covered with markings 
of uniform colour, but I have seen very few such eggs ; they 
are so well covered that it is almost impossible to see any 
ground-colour; more after the type of the eggs of the Kestrel, 
Merlin and Hobby than the Sparrow-Hawk. Some sets have 
an absolutely unmarked egg. If this belongs to a first laying 
it is certain to be the last egg of the set; the supply of pigment 
has run out. It needs rather careful examination to say 
anything of the age of the bird which produced it. If the 
other eggs have medium bright markings it is probably the 
produce of a young bird. If they are distinctly bright it is 
probable that the bird is young but mature. I have two sets 
taken from the same bird in one year in which the last of the 
first set was not marked; all the second laying were marked 
and she would probably not lay another unmarked egg. These 
would most probably be the first eggs she had laid. In 
another case the last egg of four was not marked; this time, 
however, it was the produce of an old bird, and in succeeding 
years her last egg was always unmarked. I have two sets of 
her eggs, laid in successive years. The second laying is as a 
rule much less well marked than the first, but now and then 
a strong vigorous bird will produce well-marked eggs in the 
second set, though, in my experience, never up to the standard 
of the first lot. It is much more usual for the eggs to be very 
poorly marked, increasingly so as the set nears completion, 
and ending with an absolutely unmarked egg. The bird 
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which laid in the spinney mentioned above always finished 
her second laying with an unmarked egg. I. saw her third 
set of eggs once or twice and the first laid of these were marked 
again, but I never took them or troubled her. Eggs some
times show shell-marks of a much lighter colour than the 
surface markings. In many eggs, and often in exceedingly 
well-marked specimens, the markings skew round the egg 
as if the egg was being very slowly rotated as the markings 
were put on ; as a rule only one, if one, of the eggs in a set 
has these skew markings; this is curious as I have seen 
Buzzards' eggs in which all the eggs in the set showed it 
plainly. 

The size of the eggs varies very much. I have by me the 
measurements of 425 eggs. The average length is 38.86 mm. 
and breadth 31.22. The biggest eggs are 44.1X31.0, 
43.7X32.3, 43.6x32.1, 44.0X31.2 and 44.5x32.7 This last 
is a very curious specimen as it was a single yoked egg, as far 
as I could tell, and was the middle egg of five of which the 
other four averaged 37.8 X 29.85 mm. 

The smallest egg I have got is 34.2X27,5 mm., but this is 
rather unfair as it is the last egg of a third laying. Boys used 
to bring me very small eggs from birds that they robbed until 
the eggs became quite tiny, but I never kept them and the 
smallest measurement I can find is 36.2x29.3. My bird's 
previous egg measured 38.0x31.3 mm. Three eggs in a 
second laying of a four-egg bird were 35.4x29.7, 35.6x29.0 
an<i 35-5x30.3. Her first eggs were 37.0x31.2, 35.4x30.8, 
35.8x30.9, 36.0x29.5, so that all her eggs were On the small 
side. Very few eggs of a first set measure less than 35 mm. 
in length. A bird produced one 34.8x30.1 in 1921, and 
another 34.4x31.1 in 1923. I could not find her nest in 1922 
or again after 1923. 

My average and biggest eggs are in size below those quoted 
in most books. The average is easily explained. My eggs 
contain quite a number of second layings and these eggs are 
often noticeably less than those in the first. Another point 
is that the eggs of the bird slightly decrease year by year. 
I have measurements of several sets from the same birds. 
The probability is that the majority of the eggs, from which 
the book averages were taken, were the produce of birds that 
had not been laying for more than three years, only one set 
from each, not many second sets and no third sets. I have 
no six-set with all the eggs over 40 mm., but one set has five 
and the sixth egg measures 39.4. I have six five-sets in which 
all the eggs measure over 40 mm. and in one case a second 
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set of four all measured over 40, and in fact averaged larger 
than the first set. I have one other set of four and one set of 
three (a second laying) which also reach this measurement. 
The smallest six-sets average 36.9x29.63 and 37.05x29.35, 
the produce of different birds. A five bird averaged 36.2 X 30.3 
in 1921 and 35.9X30.5 in 1923. A five bird averaged 
36.3x29.9 in 1919 but only laid four eggs in 1921, which 
averaged 36.0x30.8. As with everything else connected 
with the Sparrow-Hawk it is impossible to lay down a definite 
rule that the eggs decrease slightly year by year. My own 
experience is that this is generally so, but I have several excep
tions. Soft-shelled eggs are exceedingly rare. This year 
(1926) one was laid in a set of five and the bird turned it out ; 
some years ago a Kestrel did exactly the same thing. 

In 1925 the keepers seemed to be more thoroughly at 
work in this neighbourhood and I found Hawks hanging in 
woods where they had not been molested, except by myself, 
for years. I had great difficulty in finding nests and had to 
extend my usual range very considerably to find eight nests, 
which provided forty-one eggs and the soft egg. These eggs 
averaged 39.55x31.7. One of the birds behaved in an 
extremely interesting manner. I found the nest before she 
began to lay, but even at that early stage she whimpered when 
anyone went at all near the nest-tree. As she got eggs her 
uneasiness grew and she became more and more noisy. As 
she was nearing the completion of her clutch she used to dart 
at me repeatedly, missing my head by inches only, when I 
was standing in sight of the nest but quite forty yards from it. 
Very curiously, when she had finished laying, she became 
much more normal or had got used to being visited. She 
was a young bird laying her first set and I attributed her 
queer behaviour partly to nerves and partly to the fact that 
woodmen were busy in the woods near her and this kept her 
worried. Of the other seven, one only made any noise at all; 
the rest were all absolutely silent when the nests were visited. 

I have mentioned the brightness of the markings on the 
eggs. I am of the opinion that this is a mark of youth in a 
bird and increases until the bird has reached a certain age ; 
the markings on the eggs of old birds are dull and the eggs 
generally have a faded appearance even when taken quite 
fresh. It seems to me, too, that the sets which have paler 
markings have more brightness than the darker markings, 
although sometimes these are quite glossy. 

An analysis of the measurements of thirty-four clutches of 
eggs, ascribed to fourteen females, shows some points of interest. 
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In nearly every case if the first layings alone are considered, 
there is a slight, but definite, decrease in size. 
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40.02 X 31.96 

37-96X 31-12 
38.96 X 31-06 
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39.16X31.51 
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37.51X31-21 
38.61x31-23 

35.88X30.50 

39.85x32.50 
39.75X32-65 
39.52X31-58 
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Notes. 

Markings darker and more distinct. 
Decrease in size. 

Last egg not well coloured. 
One of the few cases of increase in 

size (length). All eggs well 
marked. 

Last egg weakly coloured. 
(2nd laying 5 ; all poorly marked.) 
(2nd laying 5 ; all poorly marked.) 
(2nd laying 5 ; poorly marked bu t 

very pretty.) 
One egg missing; perhaps drop

ped away from nest. (2nd laying 
5 ; poorly marked.) 

Decrease in length and breadth. 
An oldish bird ; small eggs of dark 

type. 
Great decrease in size. (Failed to 

find 1922 nes t ; wood over 50 
acres.) 

No appreciable change in size. 
A second laying in 1919 averaged 

38.62x30.10. 
Marked decrease in length. 

Decrease in length and breadth. 

The following 
second layings :-
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42.20X33-54 
42.62X32,82 

37.47X32-57 
38.55x32.07 
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38.77x29.47 
37-30X30.62 

37.00x30-63 
40.33X32.22 
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[ All fine eggs well marked. Increase 
s of length. Probably a mature 
I bird. 

Last egg unmarked. 
All marked. Increase of length. 

Young bird. 
Third egg abnormally large 

(44.5x32.7)-
Decrease. 
From a really old b i rd ; in 1919 

and 1920 she laid 4 and 2 only. 
Slight decrease. 
Three sets from the same bird ; she 

changed woods for the second 
nes t ; and used the old nest, 
which had been kicked down and 
lodged half-way for the third. 
Steady decrease in size. 


